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The options readily available for authentication methods for ADFS are extremely limited but with all
the availability of federation service software, the capabilities of ADFS might be extended and
enhanced. Such items are developed to authenticate users no matter where they're positioned. It
can provide multiple authentication methods for ADFS in which the organization is provided having
a quantity of possibilities in order for them to pick the correct one that may suit the wants of their
organization.

Using this software, one can reap the benefits of single STS that can authenticate customers across
different AD forests without having having multiple AD servers. This feature that a federation item
has may be enhanced and trusted in the current deployment of ADFS but in most cases, it can be
used as a stand-alone system.

Working with these solutions, organizations can receive supplemental OOB methods for
authenticating ADFS like classic forms of login or the username/password, CAC authentication,
SSO and Windows Integrated Authentication. All these options are readily available for them to take
advantage of and to choose from the multiple authentication methods ADFS. The flexibility it gives
makes it the leading decision of organizations these days seeking to authenticate the customers for
their ADFS. It also features assistance for two element authentication of ADFS along with the
extensibility it truly is equipped with provides you the alternative of incorporation it with any other
two-factor options.

Another thing that it could present is security against denial of service for ADFS. It provides a layer
of security which is critical for the reason that implementing federation can normally leave your
Active Directory at danger for denial of service. By employing federation service software in
extending ADFS, you'll be able to acquire multiple mechanisms of ADFS authentication which can
serve as a kind of protection to the user accounts in the Active Directory. It includes a cloud firewall
preventing the AD accounts from obtaining locked out. Additionally, it gives total and detailed
auditing for ADFS. With these particulars, you may know the users authenticated, when it was
authenticated plus the claims issued.

With the right federation service software, you'll acquire multiple authentication methods for AD FS,
security against DoS and auditing for ADFS at the same time.
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